frosh sports

Tech heavies down Andover; Baseball, lacrosse teams lose

By DuS Swift

The frosh crew team came back from an opening loss at the hands of MIT to defeat Andover Academy. Rowing with the advantage of a tail wind over- whelmed the frosh by little more than the traditional 2000 meters, the heavyweight's long boat was victorious, but the second did not fare so well. Co-captained by Bill Banister and Joe Surace, the frosh crew started at 37 strokes per minute. They were maintained through the body, and finished at 37 for the last quarter. They eventually pulled away from their opponents. Andover's second boat won in a time of 6:04.

Frosh baseball

Gary Gibian '15 scoops up a ground ball in front of a Harvard defender after a face-off in Wednesday's game. The Crimson dominated play and won the game 11-1. The Crimson battered the Class of '69, 2-0. They took the lead with two runs in the first inning on a triple by Steve Mott '68, who later scored.根本没有比赛

NETMEN DEFEATED BY CRIMSON, 6-1

By Jon Steele

In the first hour match of the season, the varsity seven men's team lost to Harvard 6-1, Wednesday afternoon. The match was more close than the score indicates, however, as five of the seven Harvard players are experienced. The performance was especially encouraging to those who have expected that Harvard had defeated MIT 9-0 for four straight years.

A second or third baseman was led by sophomores Bob McKinley and Sammy Weiss. McKinley faced Harvard's John Levin (a semi-finalist in last year's All-American tournament) and probably the top New England college player on the first congener of the season. McKinley out pitched him at 6:3. McKinley jumped ahead 3-0 in the second, but lost the advantage, won a series of base exchange to take the set 9:6. Levin then played almost完美的tennis and ran up a 9-1 advantage in the third. McKinley began to play more aggressively and got back to 4-3 in the last, but lost his hold to serve for the match.

At the end of the third, Weiss used his serve-volley straight games. In the third, Stove slowed down the pace and kept chipping away with a steady backhand to the corners, often followed by an approach down the line. His patience paid off and he won.

Doubles called

In the third, Levin and Weiss hit with the first set 6:0, Levit and Rocky Levin '69, last year's number one, in the New England, came back 6-4 in the second. The MIT sophomores hit hot again in the third and were up 3-5, but Harvard held on. The match was hailed at 8:6 due to darkness. Bob Sanski '68 and Tom Stewart '69 likewise surprised their Harvard opponents. They split two long sets and the match was called at 5:5 in the time.

Thus despite Wednesday's defeat and their 9-2 record, the tennis team is looking very strong and should fare well during the coming weeks. Their next match is against Yale Saturday at 4:00 AM against Boree's. The Crimson.